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Abstract
Private households in ageing societies increasingly employ live-in migrant carers (LIMCs) to care for relatives in need of 24/7 care and supervision. Whilst LIMC arrangements are a common practice in Germany, they are only recently emerging in the Netherlands. Taking this development as a starting point, this study uses the countries’ different long-term care (LTC) regimes as the analytical framework to explore and compare the motivations and justifications of German and Dutch family carers who opt for an LIMC arrangement. Findings show that Dutch and German LTC regimes impact differently the decision-making processes of families, as well as on patterns of justification, through a combination of policies and social norms and their related expectations towards care and care work in old age.
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Introduction

The provision of adequate and fiscally sustainable long-term care (LTC) for older people poses a major challenge to ageing societies (OECD 2017). Not only are governments faced with a rapidly growing proportion of older people in need of LTC, but changing family structures and increasing female employment in several European countries simultaneously diminish the pool of informal care providers (Cangiano 2014; Colombo et al. 2011). This development has led to an increasing demand for live-in migrant carers (LIMCs) in private households, although their prevalence varies considerably across European countries (Di Santo & Ceruzzi 2010; Van Hooren 2012). Whilst LIMC arrangements have become a widespread practice in southern European countries and to a lesser extent in Austria and Germany, they are practically absent in Nordic countries and are just emerging in the Netherlands (Da Roit & Van Bochove 2017; Da Roit & Weicht 2013).

Theoretically, cross-country differences in the prevalence of LIMCs have been explained by variations in national LTC regimes (Bettio et al. 2006; Da Roit & Weicht 2013; Van Hooren 2012). Because Germany and the Netherlands represent very different LTC regimes and traditions (Bettio & Verashchagina 2012), they are interesting cases to compare. The Netherlands introduced an LTC insurance as early as 1968, providing a broad range of largely publicly funded health and social care services (Maarse & Jeurissen 2016). By contrast, Germany’s LTC insurance, which went into effect nearly 30 years later in 1995, still leaves most of the responsibility to the families (Wetzstein et al. 2015). The strong reliance on the family largely explains why the demand for LIMC arrangements in Germany is higher than that in the Netherlands (Böcker et al. 2017). However, recent studies have indicated an emerging, although still small-scale, market for LIMCs in the Netherlands as well (Da Roit & Van Bochove 2017). This development occurs in a time of significant policy changes in the Netherlands, which intend to foster deinstitutionalisation and deprofessionalisation in its LTC regime.
Thus far, comparative studies of LTC regimes and migrant care workers have clustered countries according to specific combinations of care, migration and employment policies, but have paid limited attention to the role of families in this process. However, the concept of a regime not only refers to a set of policies and their interactions but also explicitly points to the relation between policy and culture and how this relation influences care preference and everyday care practices and experiences at the micro-level (Bettio & Plantenga 2004; Williams 2012). According to this approach, care preferences and choices are informed by mutually influencing policies and social norms about caregiving, family and gender relationships (Anderson 2012). Social norms about caregiving engender expectations about family obligations as well as appropriate care arrangements and practices. At the same time, these social norms are more than just rules which simply get applied: “Their importance enters the scene through a sense (...) that there is an external audience who observes what goes on and make judgments about it” (Finch & Mason 1993: 27). Moreover, social norms about caregiving are no fixed entities; they can be challenged through policy change and social actors such as organisations, families, etc. (Pfau-Effinger 2005).

This article takes up this understanding of regime as a sensitising concept to analyse and compare the motivations and justifications of family decision-making in hiring an LIMC in Germany and the Netherlands. Concretely, the article addresses the following research questions: What motivates German and Dutch families to employ an LIMC and how do they justify their decision? How do their motivations and justifications relate to institutional, cultural and political factors in both countries? In the first section of this article, the scope and features of LIMC arrangements in Germany and the Netherlands are described using both secondary literature and insights gained from stakeholder interviews. In the second section, the different prevalence of LIMC arrangements in the two countries is explained by comparing the different LTC regimes. In the third section, findings from semistructured interviews with 24 German and

1 Besides semi-structured interviews with 24 primary family carers, stakeholder interviews were conducted as part of a mapping study, 28 in the Netherlands and 14 in Germany.
Dutch primary family carers are presented and discussed in light of the different LTC regimes and recent reforms in LTC in both countries.

Scope and Features of LIMC Arrangements

Demographically speaking, Germany and the Netherlands experience the ageing of their societies at a similar pace. In both countries, the population of over 80 year olds – the group with the highest risk for needing LTC – has grown by almost one-third during the last decade (OECD 2017). With 5.6%, the share of this population group is slightly larger in Germany than in the Netherlands (4.3%), as is the number of people with dementia per 1000 inhabitants (20.2 vs. 16.1, OECD 2017). The growing demand for LTC has led to the widespread use of LIMCs in Germany, whereas in the Netherlands, this development has not taken place (Böcker et al. 2017; Da Roit & Van Bochove 2017). According to a recent representative study by Hielscher et al. (2017), 11% of German households with a dependent older person employ an LIMC. With 2.1 million older people receiving LTC insurance benefits at home, approximately 200,000 LIMC arrangements are currently existing in Germany. By contrast, it is estimated that less than 1000 older dependents in the Netherlands make use of an LIMC arrangement (Da Roit & Van Bochove 2017; Van Bochove et al. 2017; Van Grafhorst 2014).

The dominant mode of employing LIMCs in Germany is through informal arrangements between families and LIMCs (Kniejska 2016). As argued by Lutz and Palenga-Möllenbeck (2010), the German state has become an accomplice in the emergence and establishment of a large informal care sector by “knowing and pretending ignorance at the same time; acting officially in a restrictive way, while tacitly accepting the violation of self-made rules” (p. 426). Indeed, a solid legal basis for sanctioning employers was established with the 2004 Law Against Illegal and Irregular Employment (Gesetz zur Bekämpfung der Schwarzarbeit und illegalen Beschäftigung). Nevertheless, there have been very few investigations of the private household sector (Scheiwe 2010). The main reason for private households being rarely accused, is that workplace inspections as a measure to detect irregular employment are largely limited to the country’s construction and catering industry, two other sectors well known for irregular employment. In other words, despite the official rhetoric and available legal sanctions against employers, there is little political will to intervene in the private household sector.
Parallel to this informal care market, a formal market for LIMCs has emerged, with placement agencies as a central actor (Rossow & Leiber 2017). As calculated by the German consumer organisation and foundation Stiftung Warentest (2017), more than 250 LIMC placement agencies are active in the country. According to the spokesperson of an umbrella organisation, the Verband für häusliche Betreuung und Pflege e.V. (VHBP), around 30,000 households are currently using the services of these agencies. Commonly, the LIMC placement agencies cooperate with care service providers and/or temporary employment agencies in Poland, but increasingly also in other Eastern European countries such as Croatia, Hungary or Slovakia (Krawietz 2014). Like their counterparts in the black labour market, LIMCs usually commute between the household in Germany and the household in their country of origin for periods of between 1 and 3 months.

Initially, placement agencies primarily placed self-employed LIMCs in German households (Neuhaus et al. 2008), but more recently they have increasingly made use of the EU Posted Workers Directive (Stiftung Warentest 2017). This means that the LIMCs have a working contract with the employer in the sending country. In other cases, LIMCs are formally contracted by German families as home helps without the involvement of placement agencies. In this case, families act as employers and have to pay payroll tax and social security contributions for the LIMC. Depending on the type of employment, costs can range from around 500 to 1800 euro per month for an irregularly employed LIMC (Kniejska 2015), and up to 3400 euro per month for an LIMC hired through a placement agency (Stiftung Warentest 2017).

Unlike in Germany, most users in the Netherlands hire their LIMCs through LIMC placement agencies. According to our mapping study, there are currently about 20 agencies active in the Netherlands, of which most were founded after 2010. Like in Germany, most of these placement agencies cooperate with temporary employment agencies or care services providers in Central and Eastern European EU member states. The care workers are recruited and often also employed (and then “posted” to the Netherlands)

---

2 Most of the LIMC placement agencies operate at the local or regional level and are highly diverse with regard to staffing, number of clients, employment modes and cooperation models.

3 In the VHBP, 35 of the largest LIMC placement agencies in the country are organised.
by these partners. However, there are also placement agencies that operate differently, for example, employing the LIMCs themselves and then placing them with clients in the Netherlands, asking their clients to act as employers or asking the LIMCs to work on a self-employed basis. The costs for the client amount to between 2500 and 3000 euro per month for one LIMC. A minority of the Dutch users recruit and employ their LIMCs themselves, without making use of the services of placement agencies. However, our assessment is that cases of informal employment are very rare in the Netherlands.

Explaining Cross-Country Differences
Cross-country variations in the prevalence of LIMC arrangements can be explained by different types of LTC regimes. As argued by this approach, different distributions of responsibilities between the state and the family shape the demand for LIMCs, in combination with migration and employment regimes (Da Roit & Weicht 2013; Van Hooren 2014). Accordingly, the demand for LIMCs is assumed to be high in countries with low public expenditure on LTC, a large underground economy and extensive undocumented migration (Da Roit et al. 2007; Gori 2012; Van Hooren 2012). Medium demand for LIMCs is assumed for countries with low public expenditure on LTC, unregulated cash-for-care benefits and a high proportion of unskilled workers in the LTC sector (Da Roit & Weicht 2013). Finally, the demand for LIMCs is assumed to be low in countries with high public expenditures on LTC, regulated cash-for-care benefits, a limited underground economy and a highly professionalised LTC sector (Da Roit & Weicht 2013; Van Hooren 2012). The first set of factors is characteristic for countries with familistic LTC regimes, like Italy or Spain (Bettio et al. 2006; Di Santo & Ceruzzi 2010). Germany, together with Austria, is part of a group of countries combining the second set of factors. LTC regimes in these countries can be described as publicly supported private care regimes in which the family has remained the primary caring unit (Bettio & Plantenga 2004). The Netherlands, Sweden and Norway represent countries combining the third set of factors (Da Roit & Le Bihan 2010; Da Roit & Weicht 2013; Van Hooren & Becker 2012). In these countries, LTC is seen primarily as a public responsibility, and consequently, a high level of subsidies for using LTC services is provided (Lipszyc et al. 2012). A comparison of the
German and Dutch LTC regimes shows that both countries maintained their position in this taxonomy but that convergence can be observed in policies aiming to promote home-based LTC arrangements.

As shown in Table 1, the Netherlands spend a far higher share of their GDP on LTC services than Germany (3.7% vs. 1.3%). By contrast, private spending on LTC services is much higher in Germany. In 2008, co-payments and direct out-of-pocket costs made up 32.9% of the expenditure on ambulatory and institutional care services in Germany, compared to less than 1% in the Netherlands (Lipszyc et al. 2012). Residential care for severe LTC needs puts an especially high financial strain on the budgets of German LTC recipients (Statista 2018). In light of this, it does not come as a surprise that according to a representative study, 54% of Germans would opt for an (informal) LIMC arrangement to avoid the high contributions to residential care (Bange & Röthing 2007). With the last policy reform, the Pflegestärkungsgesetz from 2017, German policymakers strengthened the existing system: whilst the maximum amount for cash benefits paid in case of informal home-based LTC was increased by 24%, the maximum amount for in-kind allowances used for residential care remained virtually unaltered. In the Netherlands, on the other hand, user contributions for residential care have been raised considerably in the past few years, but the amount of the contribution depends on one’s income and wealth, so

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Dutch and German LTC regimes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public LTC expenditure as share of GDP^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of LTC recipients aged 65+ receiving care at home, 2015 (2005)^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of LTC recipients aged 65+ receiving only cash benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC beds in institutions and hospitals per 1000 population aged 65+, 2015^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC workers per 100 people aged 65+, 2015^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ^1OECD 2017; ^2Statistisches Bundesamt 2017, own calculations; ^3Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 2018, PGB, LTC recipients 65 and older.
that residential care remains financially accessible for LTC recipients in all income groups.

In both countries, a similar and increasing share of LTC recipients receives care at home. However, whilst in Germany, 66% of these LTC recipients are cared for by family carers only (Statistisches Bundesamt 2017), their Dutch counterparts are much more likely to receive support from professional home care and/or household help services. The Dutch LTC system has undergone substantial reforms over the past few years. Only people who need constant care or supervision are entitled to benefits under the new LTC Act (Wet langdurige zorg). Simultaneously, the responsibility for organising the care for people with lighter care needs has been decentralised to local authorities under the new Social Support Act (Wmo 2015). One of the aims of this decentralisation was to foster the replacement of (publicly subsidised) household help and other professional care services by informal care. However, recent research shows that this aim has not been realised (Bredewold et al. 2018). There appears to be a discrepancy between, on the one hand, the underlying premises of the recent and ongoing LTC policy reforms and, on the other hand, the trend in care ideals among the population, which at least until recently was towards, rather than away from, care ideals in which the family has only a very limited responsibility for the provision of care for the frail old (Van den Broek 2016).

The German LTC insurance promotes family-based LTC arrangements through a combination of strict eligibility criteria for residential care and largely unregulated cash benefits (Pflegegeld). The cash benefit is paid directly to the dependent person with no need to provide proof of its use, making it relatively easy to spend the money on hiring an LIMC. However, depending on the degree of dependency (Pflegegrad), cash benefits range from 316 to 901 euro per month and do not cover the entire costs for an LIMC arrangement as mentioned in the previous section. Nevertheless, for more than 50% of LTC recipients aged 65 and older in Germany, the Pflegegeld is the only benefit received from the LTC insurance. If only those are looked at who are cared for at home, the share even increases to 81%, indicating that in many private households, LTC is provided informally.

By contrast, in the Netherlands, only 4.7% of LTC recipients aged 65 and over received a cash benefit [persoonsgebonden budget (PGB)] under the
new LTC Act in 2016 (Monitor Langdurige Zorg 2018, own calculations). The difference is even more remarkable as the average monthly cash benefit in the Netherlands is significantly higher than that in Germany (3400 euro) (Sociale Verzekeringsbank 2016; see also Mosca et al. 2017). The low propensity of Dutch LTC recipients to opt for cash benefits can be explained in part by the comparatively generous in-kind allowances and in part by the tight regulation and supervision of these payments (Da Roit & Le Bihan 2010). Unlike in Germany, the money is not paid directly to the dependent person and application and reimbursement procedures involve a lot of paperwork (Mot 2010; Sadiraj et al. 2011). The regulation of cash benefits impedes Dutch LTC recipients from using the money to informally employ an LIMC and helps explain why LIMCs in the Netherlands are hired through a placement agency, if they are hired at all (Da Roit & Van Bochove 2017).

Table 1 shows that the number of LTC beds in the Netherlands is much higher than in Germany. Nevertheless, there has been a clear trend away from residential care. Whilst in 1995, 25% of the Dutch population aged 80 years and older were residing in residential care homes, the proportion dropped to only 12% in 2017 (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek 2018, authors’ own calculations). This development can be seen as the outcome of a change in preferences away from residential care and towards home-based care both among policymakers and among older people themselves. To reduce LTC expenditures, Dutch policymakers made the promotion of home-based and informal care arrangements an explicit policy goal (Grootegoed et al. 2015; Mot et al. 2010; Tonkens 2011). Deinstitutionalisation has clearly been more successful than deprofessionalisation. However, there are signs that the trend towards deinstitutionalisation is reaching its limits. There is an increasing concern that home-based care does not or cannot fulfil the care needs of a growing group of vulnerable older people who, until recently, would have (been) moved to a residential care home. At the same time, concerns about the quality of residential care (especially the lack of personal attention) have resulted in large amounts of money being reserved to secure and improve it.

In Germany, the ratio of LTC workers (in home-based as well as institutional care) to the population aged 65 and older is much lower than in the Netherlands. This difference also reflects the acute shortage of LTC workers in Germany, which is inextricably linked to the difficult working
conditions in this sector characterised by relatively low pay and a high work load. Understaffing adds to broader criticism towards residential care homes in Germany, including the prioritisation of organisational rationalities, particularly cost-effectiveness, at the expense of a more individualised care approach, the dominance of the medical paradigm at the expense of the social and emotional aspects in care and an increasingly visible standardisation of care (Behr 2015; Greß & Stegmüller 2016). Concerns about the quality of care provided in residential care homes are nurtured by media reports and studies about abuse and neglect (MDS 2017; ZQP 2017). Often reinforced by biographical experiences, these concerns fortify a widespread “institutionalisation aversion” (Costa-Font 2017) and partly explain the high moral pressure to arrange home-based LTC in old age. However, the high value placed on home-based LTC arrangements puts considerable burdens on family carers, with several studies revealing the negative impact of their situation on their social and physical well-being along with financial constraints (Bestmann et al. 2014; Pinquart 2016).

Data and Methods

This study is part of the comparative research project “The Emergence and Significance of Transnational LTC Arrangements in Germany and the Netherlands.” To gain insights from various angles, semi-structured interviews with different actors involved in LIMC arrangements (e.g. family members, care recipients and LIMCs) were conducted between May 2016 and March 2018 in both countries. The main selection criterion for households was the current or earlier employment of an LIMC. Family members were selected according to their role as primary family carers who as such were involved in various forms of support, including administrative tasks as well as caring activities. For the Dutch part, the study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee Faculty of Law/Nijmegen School of Management of Radboud University Nijmegen (registration number 2016.11). For the German part, no ethical approval was requested by the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz.

To explore the families’ motivations and justifications for using an LIMC arrangement, we analysed 39 interviews (including follow-up interviews) with 14 primary family carers in Germany and 10 primary family carers in the Netherlands. Follow-up interviews were conducted to clarify questions
and capture changes in the LIMC arrangement over time. The initial aim was to interview the care recipients as well. However, oftentimes, this was not possible due to cognitive and/or health impairments. The same interview guideline was used in both countries, covering four broad themes: (1) reasons for establishing an LIMC arrangement, (2) structure of the arrangement (e.g. mode of employment, duration, etc.), (3) everyday care activities and (4) assessment of care provided. The interviews took place at the respondents’ place of choice, with some preferring the care recipients’ household and others being more comfortable in a different location.

In both countries, respondents were primarily the children of the care recipients. In Germany, the children were in their 50s and 60s and varied considerably regarding their socio-economic profiles and family situation. Some lived in the same house as their parent, whilst others lived several hundred kilometres away. The latter periodically moved into their parents’ house to either support or swap with the LIMC. In the Netherlands, the children were of a similar age as their German counterparts, their family situation varied, but they were less heterogeneous in terms of their socio-economic profiles and geographic location. The majority was higher educated, employed full-time and lived less than 20 km away from the care recipient. In three cases in Germany and two in the Netherlands, the family carer was the care recipient’s spouse or partner. All German spouses were males in their 70s and had cared for their wives for several years by themselves before taking the decision to employ an LIMC. The Dutch spouses were women of working age with a demanding job and/or study.

Field entry and sampling was difficult in both countries, although for different reasons. In the Netherlands, the main obstacle was that LIMC arrangements are still rare, and consequently, chain referrals were of little use. Most respondents could only be recruited via LIMC placement agencies, using a clustered sampling technique. In a few cases, the care recipient was already deceased at the time of the interview or the family carer had quit the arrangement for a variety of reasons. By contrast, in Germany, the main obstacle was the respondents’ reluctance to participate because of the irregular employment situation of the LIMCs. Snowball sampling through personal contacts was therefore particularly useful to find interview participants. Key informants from LTC services were also
helpful in establishing contact with family carers but often perceived our request as an additional burden. Attempts to recruit respondents through care associations, parishes, placement agencies and through a Facebook site proved to be of little success. Altogether, in eight care arrangements in Germany, the LIMCs were employed irregularly, in five placed by an agency and in one case, the LIMC was directly employed by the family.

In both countries, all LIMCs came from Central and Eastern European EU member states. In Germany, the majority came from Poland and some from Romania and Slovakia. In the Netherlands, the majority came from Slovakia. Others came from Romania, Poland, Bulgaria and Hungary. At the time of data collection, all but one of the LIMCs employed by Dutch and German families were women. Their age ranged from 30 to nearly 70 years, with an over-representation of women in their 40s and 50s. Most were married and had a husband and children living in their country of origin. The women's educational background was very diverse. They usually completed secondary education and were trained in very different professions (e.g. accountant, craftswoman and teacher). Only very few were trained as nurses, and some who were employed by an agency received a crash course in caring before taking up their first job. Thus, most caring knowledge was based on experiences with frail and older family members. Many had worked for several German or Dutch families already and considered themselves fairly well prepared for this job.

Data collection and analysis was done in Dutch and German and all interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. We used a two-step analysis for the empirical data. Firstly, we analysed each case as a whole, to reconstruct the narrative of motivations and justifications in the context of its particular constraints and opportunities. In this step of the analysis, we focused on how primary family carers made sense of their choice for an LIMC arrangement, including both objective aspects (such as specific events, health deterioration and financial constraints) and subjective ones (arguments, care ideals, preferences and values) behind the decision. Secondly, we analysed interviews thematically, using a combination of inductive and deductive codes. Based on our research questions, we searched the data for answers to three sets of questions: (1) concrete reasons triggering the choice for using LIMCs, (2) aims and motivations of family carers and (3) justifications for establishing a transnational care arrangement. Within each of these questions, we identified recurrent
Reasons and Motivations
In both countries, the main triggers that lead to an LIMC arrangement were changes that required a modification in the actual care of the care recipient. The need to look for different care arrangements emerged from a deterioration of the care recipient’s health condition, be it by an aggravation of a condition such as dementia, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, old-age frailty and/or a combination of these, or by sudden crisis events such as the death of the care recipient’s spouse or a fall with serious injuries. The previous care arrangement, usually involving a combination of informal and ambulant home care and/or day care services, became unfeasible, or a living arrangement in the private home without the provision of care was no longer possible.

Preventing Residential Care
In both countries, the search for a new care arrangement was conducted with the principle aim to prevent the care recipient from having to move to a residential care home. This aim was based on two closely linked factors. One was the care recipient’s wish to stay at home and the family carers’ desire to meet this preference. The other resulted from the negative associations of care recipients and family carers about residential care homes, especially among respondents in Germany. Rather than as an alternative, residential care homes were perceived as a last resort, a measure to be taken only when all other possibilities have been exhausted. Accordingly, avoiding the worst case was the starting point of the family carers’ search for solutions. As put by one care recipient’s son: “The focus was always that he shouldn’t move to a residential care home. And then I looked, how can we do that?”

For the German interview partners, a strongly internalised responsibility and a felt moral obligation to care for a spouse (or parent) oneself were
closely related to the preference for home care and for avoiding residential care, as illustrated by the following quote of a caregiving husband:

As I said, I feel committed to her. I also said, okay, that’s my wife and that’s just what she is, right? And that’s the way it is, I don’t know why. But if I had to put my wife into a residential care home today, that would be really hard for me. PN7, spouse of care recipient, middle level education, secondary

In this respect, hiring a migrant care worker does not only allow for the care recipient to stay at home, but is also a way to deal with the inner turmoil of the German family carers who feel overburdened but uncapable to move their dependent relatives into a residential care home.

For the Dutch family carers, too, the principal aim was to enable the care recipient to stay at home. However, their arguments were different from those of the German respondents. Not all had a negative image of residential care in general. Instead, they emphasised that it would not be a suitable option for their parent or spouse. For example, a son who had moved his older parents back home from a residential care home explained: “I had the feeling – despite the good care and the good intentions of the people that were looking after them – that they were depressed.” Other respondents pointed out that the care recipient had never felt comfortable in a group or that he or she had always attached great value to having autonomy and being able to pursue his or her own lifestyle. The arguments of the Dutch respondents thus referred more to the (individual) perspective of the care recipient.

A More Personalised, Holistic and Stable Provision of Care

Both German and Dutch family carers emphasised that opting for an LIMC arrangement was closely linked with their preference for a more personalised and holistic provision of care. They agreed that this type of care could not be delivered in residential care homes due to poor staff to care recipient ratios and high turnover rates. Personnel continuity also played a role when deciding against other possible LTC arrangements, for example, those involving ambulant care services. Constantly changing ambulant care workers were thought to have a destabilising effect on the care recipient’s mood, causing aggressive and rebellious behaviours,
as the son of a Dutch care recipient said. With the stable presence of an LIMC, the care recipient would become more calm and balanced. Generally, family carers in both countries appreciated personnel continuity and the development of trustful, family-like relationships between the care recipient and the LIMC.

**Lowering Family Care Burdens**

Besides the preference for a stable and individualised care arrangement, German family carers in particular sought to reduce their organisational effort by employing an LIMC. Particularly those with competing commitments (e.g. work, children) often had to search for a quick, stable and uncomplicated solution to their relatives’ need for around-the-clock care and supervision. Most found it very challenging to combine different care services (e.g. ambulant care service, day care centres) and technologies (e.g. in-house emergency call system) into a continuous and gapless care arrangement. This aim figured less prominently in the accounts of the Dutch respondents. However, several sons and daughters also pointed out that if they had wanted to make things really easy for themselves, they would have sent their parent to residential care. As one of them explained, “Once you have moved your parents to a care home, you only have to visit them now and then.”

Another related difference was found regarding the role of caring responsibilities as part of the German and Dutch families’ decision to establish an LIMC arrangement. For German family carers, reducing their care burden was a much stronger motivation for employing an LIMC than for their Dutch counterparts. Whilst some German family carers relatively quickly acknowledged that they were overburdened, others only subsequently accepted “that there seemed to be a limit” to the care load they could manage. This was primarily the case in care constellations involving spouses. A sense of obligation together with the belief that the spouse is the most appropriate caregiver for the partner in need of care made some spouses hesitate to accept temporary relief from other care providers. This seemed to be more characteristic for the German than the Dutch respondents.

This difference may be explained by the German respondents actually bearing a higher care burden. German family carers seemed to be more frequently involved in daily care activities such as personal hygiene,
dressing or feeding. Dutch respondents, in contrast, were more likely to take on the roles of “care managers” (Degiuli 2010). When asked which care tasks they performed for their parent or partner, most of our Dutch respondents referred to the organisation of the care, administrative tasks (in particular managing their parent’s or partner’s LTC cash benefit) and the provision of emotional support. Our German respondents mentioned hands-on care and help more often.

That more German respondents reported feeling overburdened can at least partly be related to differences in the availability and use of LTC services in the two countries. Some German family carers employing an LIMC made additional use of care services such as day care centres, ambulant care services or volunteers. However, unlike in the Dutch case, the use of additional care services or household workers in German families was closely linked to their socio-economic resources. In the Netherlands, families are required to a lesser extent to draw on their own resources, due to the wider availability of publicly subsidised care services like household help and day care, which are administered by local authorities. These services are relatively easy to access, but they only suffice for older people with relatively light care needs. Once care recipients start to need around-the-clock care or supervision, they are referred from the Social Support Act to the LTC Act, which normally implies a move to a residential care home. In practice, it is impossible to organise 24/7 care at home with regular LTC service providers. Various Dutch family carers reported that they were disappointed to discover this.

Justification for Employing a Live-in Migrant Care Worker

Even though our respondents in both countries felt that LIMCs were the best available option to meet the care needs of their family members, this option was not per se an unquestioned alternative and it required justifications on various levels.

A Widespread Practice vs. Pioneering

A striking difference between the two countries was found with respect to the justifications given by respondents for using an LIMC arrangement. Various German family members reported that employing an LIMC was
recommended to them by health insurance workers or social assistants. In one case, professionals even provided them with brochures of placement agencies. Others pointed out that family members, friends or neighbours influenced their decision, and on occasion even convinced them to establish an LIMC arrangement. Altogether, the findings indicate that in Germany, it is a widely accepted social practice to employ an LIMC, regularly or irregularly. In other words, whilst German family carers would have to justify (to others and to themselves) bringing their dependent relatives to a residential care home, they do not feel the need to justify the decision for using an LIMC arrangement.

By contrast, various Dutch family carers reported that opting for an LIMC arrangement was by no means an obvious or uncontested choice. Only a few Dutch respondents knew other people who made use of an LIMC arrangement. In a sense, they were “pioneers” or “early adopters,” as the staff members of some placement agencies characterised their clients. As such, they are breaking new ground in the Dutch LTC system, and therefore, are faced with a different type of legitimation pressure than their German counterparts. Several Dutch respondents saw themselves as people who swam against the current, because they had acted against the advice of the family doctor or other care professionals to bring their parent or spouse to a nursing home. Their accounts show that in the Netherlands, residential care is still the “default option” for older people who need more or less constant supervision and help or care.

If the family doctor advises admission to nursing home, then it is very easy for the children to say: yes, let’s just do that. Because if someone with knowledge and expertise tells you to do so, why not do that? Your father or mother may say: but I want to stay in my own home. - Yes, but that is impossible, you cannot stay here on your own, and we have a place in a nursing home now, let’s just do that. And what does he say then, so as not to be a burden to his children: yes, then let’s do it. But will he be happy then? C5, son of care recipient, high level of education (tertiary)

Moreover, several Dutch respondents reported disagreement within the family and the need to justify their decision to hire LIMCs, as other family members had a preference for “professional” carers. Although not frequently, they also received negative reactions from their social network where people put the legality or moral legitimacy of such an arrangement into question.
I told a colleague at work how I had arranged this – and this colleague had just brought her mother to a nursing home, she was in the same situation as me – and she almost lashed out at me: how could I do that, that was exploitation, social exploitation! C0, daughter of care recipient, high level of education (tertiary)

Apart from this difference, family carers in both countries justified their decision for employing an LIMC by the lack of alternatives. Other arrangements for providing around-the-clock care and supervision at home were seen as too complex to organise, too costly or simply not available. For instance, the very high costs for an around-the-clock care arrangement with regular home care providers were mentioned by German and Dutch family carers alike. A German respondent reported that for only an 8-hour shift, he received a cost estimate from a home care provider of about 4000 euro per month. Similarly, respondents in the Netherlands reported very high monthly costs (12,000–15,000 euro) exceeding most families’ income.

**Justifying Working Conditions**

The LIMCs’ working conditions are much more unfavourable than those of regular German or Dutch home care workers. In both countries, the LIMCs’ pay is based on a 40- to 48-hour work week. It is challenging for family members and/or care recipients to develop specific arguments and practices to legitimise the fact that the carers are not paid for being on call many more hours. One strategy consists of downplaying the burden of presumed difficult working conditions. In this respect, we found arguments that justified their relatively low pay by arguing that LIMCs do not have to work all the time, that they get free board and lodging and that they earn much more than what they could earn in their country of origin.

Regarding the question of what should be considered as work and what as leisure time (e.g. having breakfast with the care recipient, being on call at night), family carers provided very similar justifications to the ones used by placement agencies. According to Schwiter et al. (2018), placement agencies construct discursive boundaries between working time and being present (not defined as work) to justify the incongruence between the contractually agreed 40 or 48 hours working week and the constant availability expected of the LIMC. Downplaying the LIMCs’ work load was also a common justification, especially among German family
Carers. These family carers often also claimed that the working conditions of their carers compared favourably with those of migrant carers in other families.

As far as the working conditions are concerned I think – it sounds almost presumptuous – but in principle it is a very nice house, it is generous. One can withdraw, one can also go out for an hour or two. In other situations, in other care contexts, this is impossible, right?” PN13, daughter in law of care recipient, higher level education (tertiary)

Some German and Dutch family carers went beyond justifications and took action to improve their LIMCs’ working conditions. Some of the Dutch family carers negotiated with the placement agency to obtain a higher pay for their LIMC or switched to another agency. One family carer terminated the contract with the placement agency and started to recruit and hire LIMCs himself. However, most family carers were not prepared to go that far, among other reasons, because the placement agency provided good quality care and/or continuity of care: “So, I disapprove of [the gap between what the carer and what the agency gets], but, you know, they offer good quality and I have a carer now.”

In addition, in both countries, we found families hiring a second migrant care worker in intensive care situations. Care recipients with disturbed day and night rhythms and/or high mobility needs pose a challenge to a single migrant care worker and this may increase the risk of a premature termination of the arrangement. Through the employment of an additional migrant care worker, families lowered the individual care load and ensured the continuity of around-the-clock homebased care. A few families in the Netherlands were able to finance this option by applying for a new care needs assessment, resulting in a raise of the care recipient’s cash benefit. In Germany, this option is only available to relatively few financially solvent families. Families with more limited financial opportunities who acknowledged the strains of the job also sought to reduce the migrant care workers’ burden by creating a mix of informal and formal care providers. Accordingly, LIMC arrangements were often part of a larger care mix involving family carers, neighbours, outpatient care services, day care centres, community services, etc.
Type of Employment: Informal Employment vs. Employment Through an Agency

As described above, LIMCs are employed in different ways in the two countries. In Germany, to a large extent, the carers are hired informally. This is also reflected in our German sample, where migrant care workers were mostly hired on an informal basis. By contrast, in the Netherlands, LIMCs are mainly hired through placement agencies. The justifications given by the German and Dutch respondents for the mode of employment of their LIMCs were therefore correspondingly different.

German families employing an LIMC informally may feel compelled to legitimise their decision. Financial aspects played a role in this regard but perhaps not as one would expect. Whilst some mentioned that employing an LIMC directly or through a placement agency exceeded their financial possibilities, others argued that the LIMC preferred to be informally employed in order to receive a higher net income. Placement agencies were blamed for charging very high fees whilst only paying little to the migrant care workers: “They earn a lot of money at the expense of the migrant carers who do the work.” By criticising the apparently unethical practices of placement agencies, family carers construct themselves as morally superior, giving their own informal practices a positive connotation. That many other families also employed an LIMC informally strengthened some respondents’ belief that the state tolerated this practice to prevent the breakdown of the German LTC system: “I gave thought to it but so far it has gone well. Like in the case of hundred thousand others as well…And I say, the state tolerates it. Without it, care in old age would be impossible.”

Although most Dutch family carers hired their LIMC through placement agencies, many of them were not confident about the legality of their LIMC arrangements. They did not know or understand the EU posting of workers’ rules and doubted whether their placement agency complied with all relevant laws and regulations. In a few cases, these doubts were fuelled by negative reactions from the respondents’ social network. The justifications of these family carers for why they continued to hire migrant carers were typically couched in terms of responsibility. They argued that they could not be held responsible for ensuring proper working conditions because they were only buyers of care services and their first
priority and responsibility was that their relatives received good care. In these respondents’ view, the placement agencies have prime responsibility for the working conditions and the state should control the agencies. As one family carer said, “As the state has made a mess of the care system, they have a responsibility here as well.” Another family carer told us about a conversation he had with the administrative agency that organises the LTC in his region:

I asked: does nobody look at how this company [placement agency] works? - No, nobody. I asked: who should do this? - You have to do that. I said: I am not Sherlock Holmes, I cannot do that, that is not my job. I think that if the government grants this money, there should be a kind of inspecting body, but there is not. C1, son of care recipient, high level of education (tertiary)

In summary, family carers in both countries feel different needs to justify their making use of an LIMC arrangement. The norm of professional LTC in the Netherlands has a bearing on how Dutch family carers have to justify their decision to their social environment as well as to themselves. To justify the LIMCs’ working conditions, they refer to the responsibility of the placement agencies and the state to ensure Dutch working standards. German family carers also refer to placement agencies and the state, although for different reasons. They refer to the apparently abusive practices of placement agencies and the state’s failure to provide affordable quality care to justify why they employ their migrant carers informally.

Conclusion and Discussion
We started from the observation of the different scope and features of LIMC arrangements in Germany and the Netherlands. Whilst these arrangements are widely used in Germany, they are (still) a small-scale phenomenon in the Netherlands. We explained this difference by the different configurations of LTC regimes in the two countries. In Germany, social norms of family responsibility are reflected in the country’s LTC policies that prioritise informal over institutional care. Accordingly, relatively low but unregulated cash-for-care benefits foster informal care arrangements and facilitate the employment of LIMCs. Germany’s laissez-faire policy towards irregular employment of LIMCs in private households notably
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contributes to this development. In addition, high co-payments and serious concerns about the quality of care provided make residential care homes neither an affordable nor a desired option for many German family carers and their relatives in need of care.

In the Netherlands, residential care is the default option in case of heavy care or supervision needs in old age, despite a recent policy trend towards deinstitutionalisation and depersonalisation. In fact, policy efforts to depersonalise LTC have not led to a substantial change in the country’s professional LTC infrastructure. Dependent older people can still draw on a broad range of available and affordable LTC and home help services, enabling family carers to maintain their role as care managers rather than becoming providers of hands-on care. Although cash-for-care benefits are relatively high in the Netherlands, they are tightly regulated and supervised. Together with the availability and affordability of other options, this seems to discourage family carers from more widely opting for cash-for-care benefits, as indicated by the very small proportion of older people receiving these payments. Moreover, it can be assumed that their tight regulation and supervision disincentivises the development of a black labour market for LIMC arrangements.

Our empirical analysis of interviews with primary family carers in the two countries has shown how the different LTC regimes in Germany and the Netherlands affected family decision-making. Although family carers in both countries explained the decision for an LIMC by their preference for a home-based care arrangement, they took their decision for different reasons. The decision of German family carers to employ an LIMC was primarily triggered by the aim to avoid moving the care recipient to a residential care home and to reduce their own care load. Moreover, by employing an LIMC, they did not challenge the social norm of family-based care in old age, in that the arrangement remained in the private sphere. At the same time, it offered a way to deal with the structural constraints inherent to Germany’s LTC regime, which places a high responsibility on the family and consequently leads to the overburdening of (many) family carers. Additionally, due to the social norm of home-based LTC in old age and the widespread use of LIMC arrangements, German family carers felt little pressure to justify their decision for using this kind of care arrangement, including the employment of LIMCs on an irregular basis.
By contrast, in the Netherlands, the decision to employ an LIMC was linked much more to the care recipients’ specific needs than to an overburdening of family carers and the rejection of institutional care. In this sense, LIMC arrangements represented an extended option of LTC in old age tailored to the individual needs and not an escape route from a structural dilemma as in the German case. However, due to the high acceptance of institutional care, the norm of professional LTC services and the novelty of LIMCs, Dutch family carers were more likely to have to justify their decision to their social environment as well as to themselves.

Another striking difference between Dutch and German family carers lies in their expectations towards public authorities in ensuring working conditions compliant to labour law. Whilst German family carers saw themselves as the main actors responsible for creating (in their view) decent working conditions, Dutch family carers referred to the responsibility of the placement agencies and public authorities to ensure Dutch working standards. When German family carers referred to placement agencies and public authorities, it was for a very different reason. They referred to the abusive practices of placement agencies and the state’s failure to provide affordable quality care to justify why they employed their migrant carers informally. In sum, the Dutch and German LTC regimes impact differently the decision-making processes of families as well as on patterns of justification through a combination of policies and social norms and the related expectations towards care and care work in old age.

Several questions arise regarding the future development of the scope and configuration of LIMC arrangements in Germany and the Netherlands. Will the political laissez-faire attitude towards irregular employment of LIMCs in Germany continue? How sustainable is this approach in view of changes in the sending countries and a rapidly ageing population? As far as the first question is concerned, irregular LIMC arrangements are not an urgent issue on the political agenda in Germany. Policymakers are well aware that inspections and regularisation measures would increase the costs for employing an LIMC through fines and higher wages. Families not able to afford the additional costs would have to fall back on alternative care resources to fill the resulting care gap. An even stronger reliance on family carers and a growing demand for places in already understaffed residential care homes would be a probable scenario.
Public pressure on policymakers to relieve family carers’ burden and improve the working conditions and care quality in residential care homes would presumably lead to unpopular policy reforms in order to broaden the income base of the LTC insurance. Briefly put, LIMC arrangements are cost-effective for the German government and relieve it from the necessity to develop solutions for the deficits in LTC provision for older people.

The recent increase of cash benefits in Germany has certainly brought some financial relief to LTC recipients and their families. However, several family carers interviewed reported requests for higher salaries from irregularly employed LIMCs during the last 2 years. Although the relationship between the two developments is not clear, macro-structural changes may influence the negotiations between private households and LIMCs. The request for higher salaries may also indicate an increasing shortage of labour supply and/or improved bargaining power of LIMCs. Indeed, the unemployment rate in Poland, the main source country of LIMCs in Germany, decreased considerably since the 2008–2012 global recession (Eurostat 2018). The relatively high average age of Polish LIMCs (Krawietz 2014) further suggests that the younger generation are not necessarily going to follow their mothers’ and grandmothers’ path. This trend has been confirmed by different managing directors of placement agencies who recruit their personnel increasingly from other Eastern European countries. They also reported difficulties to place LIMCs in households in areas with less developed infrastructures, especially in rural areas. Altogether, this indicates that there is no certainty about the sustainability of these arrangements as a fundamental pillar of the German LTC regime.

It is equally difficult to predict whether LIMC arrangements will become more widely used in the Netherlands. On the one hand, the shift in preferences from residential to home-based care and the impossibility of organising around-the-clock care at home with regular LTC services might well make LIMC arrangements a potentially interesting option for a growing number of families. Moreover, the relatively generous Dutch LTC cash benefits would make it an affordable option for a large number of families. Cash benefits were a late addition to the Dutch LTC system, and it is still much more common to make use of in-kind benefits. However, the accounts of the Dutch respondents indicate that the barriers to opting for cash benefits and LIMCs are lower if LIMCs can be hired
through placement agencies, which, in the perception of potential clients, are not that different from other private home care providers.

On the other hand, social and moral norms about how and by whom LTC for frail old people should be provided may be a more important barrier. Family carers in the Netherlands experience strong pressures to opt for residential care and “professional” carers when the care needs of their relatives increase. Moreover, to the extent that there is public or political debate about the use of LIMC arrangements, they tend to be seen as exploitative and as contributing to the displacement of Dutch care professionals rather than as a potential solution for deficits in the existing LTC system. Although the number of LIMC placement agencies in the Netherlands is only a fraction of that in Germany, Dutch parliamentarians have already asked critical questions about these agencies’ practices. Overall, it is seems very unlikely that Dutch authorities would get away with a laissez-faire attitude towards large-scale informal employment of LIMCs like in Germany or, for that matter, tolerate irregular practices of LIMC placement agencies.
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